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Activity One: The “consolidated republic” over a vast extent of territory   
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The Federal Farmer (Richard Henry Lee) No. 1, 8 October 1787 
http://oll.libertyfund.org/?option=com_staticxt&staticfile=show.php%3Ftitle=690&chapter=102313&la
yout=html&Itemid=27 
 

The plan proposed appears to be partly federal, but principally however, calculated ultimately to 
make the states one consolidated government. 

The first interesting question, therefore suggested, is, how far the states can be consolidated into 
one entire government on free principles. In considering this question extensive objects are to be taken 
into view, and important changes in the forms of government to be carefully attended to in all their 
consequences. The happiness of the people at large must be the great object with every honest 
statesman, and he will direct every movement to this point. If we are so situated as a people, as not to be 
able to enjoy equal happiness and advantages under one government, the consolidation of the states 
cannot be admitted.  

There are three different forms of free government under which the United States may exist as 
one nation; and now is, perhaps, the time to determine to which we will direct our views. 1. Distinct 
republics [or states] connected under a federal head. In this case the respective state governments must 
be the principal guardians of the peoples rights, and exclusively regulate their internal police; in them 
must rest the balance of government. The congress of the states, or federal head, must consist of 
delegates amenable to, and removable by the respective states: This congress must have general 
directing powers; powers to require men and monies of the states; to make treaties; peace and war; to 
direct the operations of armies, &c. Under this federal modification of government, the powers of 
congress would be rather advisory or recommendatory than coercive. 2. We may do away the federal 
state governments, and form or consolidate all the states into one entire government, with one executive, 
one judiciary, and one legislature, consisting of senators and representatives collected from all parts of 
the union: In this case there would be a complete consolidation of the states. 3. We may consolidate the 
states as to certain national objects, and leave them severally distinct independent republics, as to 
internal police generally. Let the general government consist of an executive, a judiciary, and balanced 
legislature, and its powers extend exclusively to all foreign concerns, causes arising on the seas to 
commerce, imports, armies, navies, Indian affairs, peace and war, and to a few internal concerns of the 
community; to the coin, post offices, weights and measures, a general plan for the militia, to 
naturalization, and, perhaps to bankruptcies, leaving the internal police of the community, in other 
respects, exclusively to the state governments; as the administration of justice in all causes arising 
internally, the laying and collecting of internal taxes, and the forming of the militia according to a 
general plan prescribed. In this case there would be a complete consolidation, quoad certain objects 
only.  

Touching the first, or federal plan, I do not think much can be said in its favor: The sovereignty 
of the nation, without coercive and efficient powers to collect the strength of it, cannot always be 
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depended on to answer the purposes of government; and in a congress of representatives of foreign 
states, there must necessarily be an unreasonable mixture of powers in the same hands. 

As to the second, or complete consolidating plan, it deserves to be carefully considered at this 
time by every American: If it be impracticable, it is a fatal error to model our governments, directing our 
views ultimately to it. 

The third plan, or partial consolidation, is, in my opinion, the only one that can secure the 
freedom and happiness of this people. I once had some general ideas that the second plan was 
practicable, but from long attention, and the proceedings of the convention, I am fully satisfied, that this 
third plan is the only one we can with safety and propriety proceed upon. Making this the standard to 
point out, with candor and fairness, the parts of the new constitution which appear to be improper, is my 
object. The convention appears to have proposed the partial consolidation evidently with a view to 
collect all powers ultimately, in the United States into one entire government; and from its views in this 
respect, and from the tenacity of the small states to have an equal vote in the senate, probably originated 
the greatest defects in the proposed plan. 

Independent of the opinions of many great authors, that a free elective government cannot be 
extended over large territories, a few reflections must evince, that one government and general 
legislation alone never can extend equal benefits to all parts of the United States: Different laws, 
customs, and opinions exist in the different states, which by a uniform system of laws would be 
unreasonably invaded. The United States contain about a million of square miles, and in half a century 
will, probably, contain ten millions of people; and from the center to the extremes is about 800 miles. 

Before we do away the state governments or adopt measures that will tend to abolish them, and 
to consolidate the states into one entire government several principles should be considered and facts 
ascertained:—These, and my examination into the essential parts of the proposed plan, I shall pursue in 
my next. 

 

Brutus No. 1, 18 October 1787 

http://www.teachingamericanhistory.com/library/index.asp?document=849 

 

The first question that presents itself on the subject is, whether a confederated government be the 
best for the United States or not? Or in other words, whether the thirteen United States should be 
reduced to one great republic, governed by one legislature, and under the direction of one executive and 
judicial; or whether they should continue thirteen confederated republics, under the direction and 
controul of a supreme federal head for certain defined national purposes only? 

This enquiry is important, because, although the government reported by the convention does not 
go to a perfect and entire consolidation, yet it approaches so near to it, that it must, if executed, certainly 
and infallibly terminate in it… 

Let us now proceed to enquire, as I at first proposed, whether it be best the thirteen United States 
should be reduced to one great republic, or not? It is here taken for granted, that all agree in this, that 
whatever government we adopt, it ought to be a free one; that it should be so framed as to secure the 
liberty of the citizens of America, and such an one as to admit of a full, fair, and equal representation of 
the people. The question then will be, whether a government thus constituted, and founded on such 
principles, is practicable, and can be exercised over the whole United States, reduced into one state? 
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If respect is to be paid to the opinion of the greatest and wisest men who have ever thought or 
wrote on the science of government, we shall be constrained to conclude, that a free republic cannot 
succeed over a country of such immense extent, containing such a number of inhabitants, and these 
encreasing in such rapid progression as that of the whole United States. Among the many illustrious 
authorities which might be produced to this point, I shall content myself with quoting only two. The one 
is the baron de Montesquieu, spirit of laws, chap. xvi. vol. I [book VIII]. "It is natural to a republic to 
have only a small territory, otherwise it cannot long subsist. In a large republic there are men of large 
fortunes, and consequently of less moderation; there are trusts too great to be placed in any single 
subject; he has interest of his own; he soon begins to think that he may be happy, great and glorious, by 
oppressing his fellow citizens; and that he may raise himself to grandeur on the ruins of his country. In a 
large republic, the public good is sacrificed to a thousand views; it is subordinate to exceptions, and 
depends on accidents. In a small one, the interest of the public is easier perceived, better understood, and 
more within the reach of every citizen; abuses are of less extent, and of course are less protected." Of the 
same opinion is the marquis Beccarari. 

History furnishes no example of a free republic, any thing like the extent of the United States. 
The Grecian republics were of small extent; so also was that of the Romans. Both of these, it is true, in 
process of time, extended their conquests over large territories of country; and the consequence was, that 
their governments were changed from that of free governments to those of the most tyrannical that ever 
existed in the world. 
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Question Answer 

According to the Federal Farmer, 
what is the first possible form of 
“free government under which 
the United States may exist as 
one nation”? 

 

According to the Federal Farmer, 
what is the second possible form 
of “free government under which 
the United States may exist as 
one nation”? 

 

According to the Federal Farmer, 
what is the third possible form of 
“free government under which 
the United States may exist as 
one nation”? 

 

Which of these three “forms” 
does the Federal Farmer prefer?  
Why? 
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Why does the Federal Farmer 
reject the other two possible 
“forms” of government? 

 

What reasons does Brutus give 
against reducing the thirteen 
states into “one great republic”? 

 

 


